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Pippy Houldsworth Gallery is pleased to present Hypnagogia, a group exhibition comprising new work by Gabriella
Boyd, Jadé Fadojutimi, Maria Farrar, and Makiko Kudo running from 22 June to 3 August 2018.
Hypnagogia refers to a transitional state of mind between wakefulness and sleep in which fluid, hyper-associative
images are conjured. Drawing upon this type of consciousness, Pippy Houldsworth Gallery brings together a group
of four young female artists whose paintings offer a lucid interpretation of reality. Using memories, dreams or
archival materials as their reference points, each artist views the world around them through a subjective filter.
Fluctuating between abstraction and figuration, the works in the exhibition encompass how each artist works
indirectly from life to create new forms of meaning.
Gabriella Boyd captures the sensation of fleeting interactions in everyday life, often focusing on the trivial,
‘in-between’ moments that make up our domestic routines. Diffused tones and hazy forms allude to the
‘given-ness’ of objects, pointing to the evocative, sensory qualities that they possess. The artist explains that she
is ‘fascinated by how you remember a vivid dream. As time passes you might only recall a single frame or an
emotion. This is a very liberating, useful method in terms of creativity.’ Elements that evade Boyd’s memory are
sketchily delimited, with figures fragmented or obscured to encourage the viewer to fill in the gaps by using their
own imagination.
For Jadé Fadojutimi, painting is comparable to gazing into a window pane, enabling the artist to see her own
reflection, the wider context in which she lives, and the distorted fusion of these two images and how her identity is
informed by, and bleeds into, her surroundings. This existential process enables Fadojutimi to unearth how her
own sense of self is constructed, using the canvas as a type of sounding board as she grapples with the
memories, both good and bad, of everyday experiences. As a result, her paintings convey inarticulable forms of
emotion in vivid, expressive fashion.
Pinpointing the beauty of everyday minutiae, Maria Farrar captures fragments of memories just on the cusp of
being forgotten; a four-leaf clover, a tray of biscuits, and the hurried movement of a laced boot are recreated in
eidetic detail. These forms typically emerge from expanses of raw canvas or thin washes of paint, serving to
emphasise the transitory nature of Farrar’s narratives. Calligraphic in quality, her ghostly scenes are diffused
through the lens of a bygone era.
Reality and fiction harmonise in Makiko Kudo’s paintings, bringing forth dreams and recollections that have, in the
artist’s words, ‘burned into [her] brain’. Redolent of the tragic wanderers that populate Caspar David Friedrich's
sublime vistas, Kudo’s characters are depicted in states of deep contemplation. Set against backgrounds of lush
vegetation and brooding skies, these landscapes become analogous for the fictional realities in which Kudo’s
figures are engrossed. Formal characteristics are greatly intensified in her paintings, much like the photographic
flash of a memory one suddenly remembers. Kudo’s work encompasses a wider, generational trend in the late
twentieth century in Japan to seek forms of escapism in the face of rigid, societal structures.

With many thanks to mother’s tankstation, Dublin and London; Anthony Wilkinson Gallery, London and Tomio
Koyama Gallery, Tokyo.
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